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Declaration of Baggage, Money in Cash and Money
Representative Securities - Travelers
Form number

Concept (Mark “X”)
Entry

Exit

Fill out one declaration per traveler or family unit
Traveler data
Identification number
Citizenship Card
Id Card

Document type

Foreigner’s identity Card

Passport
First surname

Other

Second name

First name

Other names

Address in Colombia

City

Means of transportation:
Maritime
Terrestrial
Do you reside Yes
in Colombia?
No

Travel Data
Name of transporting company

Flight No. / Travel / Vehicle identification

Aerial

If you DO NOT reside in Colombia, what is your country
of residence?

Does all your baggage enter Yes
or exit with you in this
No
means of transportation?
If your expenses include those of the family
group, indicate the number of persons with
whom you shared (will share) expenses

Without including air fares or tourist
packages, what will be (or what was)
the value of your expenses in this trip?

Obligation of presenting baggage declaration

Yes

1. I (we) carry merchandises in commercial quantities in my baggage
2. I (we) carry merchandises different to my personal items with a value superior to USD 2.000 in my baggage
3. I (we) temporarily bring or carry merchandises different to my personal items
4. I (we) carry (or bring) merchandises that are a cultural patrimony of this or other countries
5. I (we) carry (or bring) animals, plants or products of an animal or vegetable origin
6. I (we) carry (or bring) any type of currencies and/or Colombian Legal Money in cash or cash
representative securities for a value superior to US 10.000 or its equivalent in other currencies
7. I (we) carry (or bring) merchandises in my baggage that y must inform of in this declaration,
according to what is established in a special norm
Money in cash or representative securities
Item

Class (Cash or securities)

Currency

Value

1
2
Are you acting on Name or company name
behalf of one or
more third parties?
Yes
No
Document type Citizenship Card
Item

Quantity

Number
Passport

Baggage data
Description of merchandises
Temporary
(Brand, model, serial No., International
entry
Mobile Equiment Identity -IMEI-)
or exit

Foreigner’s identity Card
Value in USD

Other

Customs value
(Official use)

1
2
3
Total value in USD
If there is insufficient space or you need a duplicate of this declaration,
use another form, registering the “Form number” in this box
Traveler’s signature

Exit or entry date
Year
Month

Day

Settlement of taxes
Exchange rate

Tax basis

Applicable fare

15%

Single tax value in pesos

Only for DIAN use
Name

Officer’s signature

Position

I. General Information & Warnings
Family unit will be understood as the group of natural persons that travel jointly and that share civil bonds, kinship or affinity amongst
each other.
The marked quotas are annual and personal. Minors will have entitlement to 50% quota.
Traveler can only bring one single unit or one set of accessories or of new spare part that the private use traveler’s vehicle requires
when it arrives as accompanying baggage.
Travelers may not enter merchandises that are forbidden for importation such as: guns, ammo and explosives, among others
If you omit declaring money in cash or money representative securities that you enter or exit the country with being obliged to do so,
or if you declare false, incomplete or wrong data, you may be subjected to sanctions and the money in cash or money representative
securities will be withheld by the customs authority.
If the traveler declares his baggage and customs authority detects that he brings merchandises different to those authorized, or that do
not comply with requirements, or when quota exceeds more than 20% in quantity or value, these merchandises will be transported to
a warehouse to be subjected to a regime change.
If the traveler enters merchandises that are forbidden for importation or if non-declared, or hidden merchandise is found on the body,
clothes, shoes and other accessories that are worn at the moment of arriving at the national customs territory, or if non-declared
merchandise is found hidden in suitcases, bags or any other element that is entered as accompanying baggage, or non-accompanying
baggage, these will be apprehended.
When accompanying baggage has arrived to the single tax payment location, and this payment is not carried out immediately,
merchandises will remain under the custody of customs authority in the place of arrival. If thirty (30) calendar days have passed from
the arrival date of merchandises, or if the interested party does not pay or withdraw merchandises, these will automatically be
considered as abandoned in favor of the Nation.
II. Obligation of declaring merchandises: The following merchandises must be declared in this form:
1. Merchandise subject to single tax payment.
2. Personal or professional use items that the traveler residing abroad enters temporarily into the country tax free. At the moment of
exiting the country you must present the merchandise before customs and likewise, present another declaration under the concept
of exiting.
3. Merchandise different to the personal items that the traveler temporarily takes out of the country in his baggage, in order to then be
entered in his return without paying taxes. The declaration will be presented at the moment of the traveler’s exit and upon his return.
4. Goods that are patrimony and/or of cultural interest for Colombia and for other Countries.
5. Animals, plants or products of an animal or vegetable origin.
6. Patterns, measuring devices, reference materials and performance testing items, used by the National Meteorology Institute of
Colombia. Upon exiting the country, traveler must present merchandise before customs.
7. Medical devices introduced by accredited medical missions for the development of health days organized by non-profit foundations,
which in this case will not be subjected to established quantities and restrictions.
8. Entry of merchandises that are subject to special norms, where the national government establishes the obligation of registering their
entry or exit in travelers’ declarations, such as: mobile phones, merchandises subject to requirements established by the Ministry of
Culture or the Ministry of Environment and Sustainable Development.
III. Merchandise entry. Quotas
All travelers that enter Colombia may bring in their baggage, aside from their personal items (new or used items that are needed for
personal use during travel) personal or family use goods, domestic goods, sporting goods, personal items of your art, profession or
trade, that does not constitute a commercial expedition.
Conditions and quotas:
Quota Value
USD
USD 2.000

USD 3.000

Type of goods

Maximum quantity

Does not constitute commercial
expedition, without importation
license or registry

Non-Commercial quantities
(up to 10 units of the
same class)

Domestic use items that are
electronic or non-electronic, sporting
items, items of the traveler’s
profession, art or trade

Three (3) units of each

Personal or family use Items

Ten (10) units of the
same class

Tax to be paid

Baggage
type

Tax free

The one who comes
with the traveler in
his entry to the country

Payment
of 15 % single tax

Accompanying or
non-accompanying
baggage

IV. Entrance or exiting the country with money in cash or money representative securities
Entering or exiting the country with money in cash. As a traveler, you must declare before Colombian Customs Authority in the present
form, the amount of money in cash you are entering or leaving the country with, when the corresponding figure is superior to ten
thousand United States Dollars (USD 10.000), or its equivalent in other currencies. If you do not do so, whatever amount exceeds said
sum will be withheld by customs authority. If cash money is entered or taken out of the country by a traveler of his family group does
not exceed the amount of ten thousand United States Dollars (USD 10.000), or its equivalent in other currencies, it is not required to
declare it in this form.
Entering or exiting the country with money representative securities.
Money representative securities are understood as checks, payment orders, and any other document that complies with a function
identical to cash in matters of paying for obligations. As a traveler, you must declare before Colombian Customs Authority in the present
form, money representative securities that you enter or leave the country with, when their amount exceeds ten thousand United States
Dollars (USD 10.000), or its equivalent in other currencies. Declare in this form the class of securities (checks, payment orders, etc.)
and their value, expressing if in this operation you act on behalf of a third party or not.

